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With a no-nonsense approach and easy to follow directions, Janet Evans shares his experience

(and recipes) for creating soaps from scratch safely and easily. Janet takes the reader step by step

through the process of making natural soaps for family, friends, and for profit. Easy to understand

and master. Soap Making Reloaded : How to Make a Soap from Scratch Quickly &Safely: A Simple

Guide for Beginners &Beyond includes extended directions for first time soap makers, new recipes,

how to make soap in small and large batches It also Includes tips and advice for how to cut and

cure soap, how to sell your soaps, packaging and labeling, and how to set up at a craft fair or

market.
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The book says "A simple guide for beginners and beyond" and "How to make a soap from scratch

quickly & safely" According to this title I would expect that it would teach me (the absolute beginner

having never made soap before in my life nor theoretically known how) how to make soap. I also

expect it will walk me through the process of making soap in a quick and safe way. Well... the first

part which says it's for the beginner doesn't seem quite accurate to me. I as the beginner felt a little

lost with this and having read the book feel not only ill prepared but also a little scared of burning

myself with lye. It didn't really walk the reader through the process or anything. It gave general tips

like what I could probably find if I just looked it up on the internet (actually I'm pretty sure I could find

more detail on the internet). While I enjoyed and appreciate the brief history and safety tips of soap



making I don't feel this book fully prepares the beginner for making soap and I have a feeling that

intermediate to advanced soap makers (the "beyond" part) will no longer find most of this

information helpful. It's nice that it included a brief description of the different processes to make

soap but it falls short of my expectations. The second part where it says "how to make a soap" is

exactly what it says... how to make A soap... as in just one. It's only recipe is for an olive oil soap.

While this is possibly a good recipe it only covers one method of soap making and only the one type

of soap. It tells the reader you can add other things but doesn't really tell you how or when to add

them in. There is much left to be desired in this book which is a shame since it probably have

offered beginners a lot more insight. Maybe I need a book like 'The idiot's guide to soapmaking" and

"1001 soap recipes' (if such books actually exist) but I would assume books marketed towards

beginners would sort of hold your hand through the process and I would expect each type or

processing to have a recipe and instructions to go with it. It wasn't bad and maybe it meets other

beginners needs but I don't feel it meets mine. I think it has some good information on history and

safety and that earned it 3 stars from me since I did like that part but I can't honestly say it's more

than okay without the additional information I feel it lacks. If all you want to do is make an olive oil

soap this might be a good book for you.

I've been making handmade soap for years and years, I purchased this book in the hopes that I'd

find some new ideas, theories, and maybe some recipes that I haven't all ready tried. The title does

say "Soap Making Reloaded"! I thought for certain I'd find something new and fun in there.I was

wrong! If you're an experienced soap maker, this is not the book for you. Keep looking and go with

something more advanced.If you're a beginner, jump on it! Soap Making Reloaded is perfect for

you. It contains a lot of great information for the novice soap maker including the history of soap

making, many terms used in soap making, and some great basic recipes.It also gives you a

comprehensive list of the tools and safety equipment you'll want to have on hand before you begin

your soap making journey.Would I purchase this book again? Not for myself, no. If I had a friend or

acquaintance that was interested in learning how to make soap, I'd definitely consider this a good

book for a gift and would absolutely purchase it for that purpose.Overall, it's a great tool and

resource for the beginner, but it doesn't hold much information for the experienced soap maker.** I

received this product in exchange for my honest and unbiased review. I use customer reviews to

help ME make purchases so I'm very cautious with my reviews and strive to give an honest opinion

of how a product worked for me. **



In my honest opinion, this is a well written e-book. I am not a soap maker. I have never made soap.

I want to learn how to make soap and IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m in a facebook group watching people

post pictures of their soaps. I thought reading a book would help me get started.It starts off with how

soap making started.The next chapter tells about the different materials you might need for making

soap. This chapter was interesting to me because I didn't know what was needed to make it and

didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t realize how much these ingredients will cost me. I was better educated

about different soap making methods after reading this.The last chapter is very useful if you are

planning to make soap to sell. It talks about marketing strategies, and helps you decide what kind of

ingredients you should use. I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t care about this chapter because I want to

make soap for the fun of it and for Christmas gifts, but I imagine this would be helpful to the person

who wants to sell soap.In conclusion, this was a great read, straight to the point with the pertinent

information. I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

I received this product at a discount/free for an honest and unbiased review and in return for a

review. and i received this with a fast prompt delivery. In return for my review it in no way has

caused me to produce a positive or negative review for the review solely based on my experience

and use of this product. I have always wanted to try to make soap and when I seen this book I

thought now is a good day to try it. This book is very informative it teaches everything you ever

wanted to know about soap and soap making technique. I would advise you might want to get a

measuring kitchen scale as some of these measurements are not in cups or ounces. Great gifts of

homemade soaps would make everyone happy, highly recommended this e-bookSoap Making:
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